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A Solution for the State of Disappointment

(Curtain)

somewhere in the middle of Act I

At the same time I prefer this to … the other thing. 
Definitely. There are endurable moments / On the other 
hand, things may disimprove … there is that danger

Are you listening to me …?
Is anyone listening to me …?
Is anyone looking at me …?
Is anyone bothering about me at all?

_

One voice, then another.

If only I could think there is no sense in this either … 
none whatsoever. I can’t – / One must resign but … no … 
that does not seem to be the point either /

Mere eye, no mind, opening and shutting on me / Am I as 
much as … being seen?

(End)

(Curtain)

And the light ceases, three breathless figures suspend 
their battling chorus, the curtain drops, the stage now 
dark and silent. Then come sounds of rustling coats, 
scraping chairs and coughing. You leave the theatre. 
Passing along a corridor you go through the stage door 
into an alleyway. You enter a busy café and exit again.

Then crunching seaweed on a desolate windy beach. A 
carpet of cloud moves swiftly above the endless sea.  
The gentle rain muffles the waves and bleaches all to  
a soft whiteness.

( )

For a while now you’ve been forgetting that you live 
under a sky with stars, that you’re surrounded by 
emptiness, that just a few million years from now the 
sun will disappear.

(Pause)

This bowl is the mute presence of that endless sea. 
Or rather, this object has in fact been the territory 
of the story itself. In a narrative any object can be 
magic. It can be the thing we cannot see but know is 
there. Everything can be transformed into something else 
and make the other disappear. Surely this illusion can 
exist alone, it may even be all there is? The world is 
and can only be how you believe it to be.

Living out the other side of one’s own life (that we 
don’t know) could prove to be quite comfortable. It’s 
true, the things that happen to us or the things that we 
do, they’re never so important to us in the end. Things 
always turn out to be less important than you thought 
they’d be. Leaving, returning; a game where everything 
is always the same and nothing ever happens.

Returning to the theatre, through sound muffling doors, 
you enter the auditorium.

italics – Play, Samuel Beckett, 1963
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